Flowers team internship proposal, master 2, 2024

Studying the impact of RL-based grounding on LLMs

Title: Studying the impact of RL-based grounding methods on LLMs

Supervision: Clément Romac (Inria, Hugging Face), Thomas Carta (Inria), Pierre-Yves Oudeyer (Inria)
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TL;DR

A recent work from the Flowers team proposed to tackle the lack of grounding of LLMs by using them as policies to solve tasks in textual environments and leverage Reinforcement Learning for finetuning. This internship aims to study and lead to a better understanding of what is the broader impact of such an RL-based finetuning on the LLM’s knowledge and structure.

Background:

The recent rise of Transformer-based Large Language Models (LLMs) trained on massive text datasets has led to models exhibiting impressive capabilities (e.g. natural language generation, question answering, reasoning, translation…) [1][2][3][4][5]. Recently, LLMs were shown to also capture aspects of the physical rules in our world, e.g. about space [6], colors [7] or even affordances between bodies and objects [8].

However, LLMs are known to suffer from a lack of grounding (i.e. connecting their inner representation of language to a world) which prevents them from properly dealing with the meaning of concepts and their direct use to solve tasks in interactive environments [9]. Indeed, alignment between statistical structures in such LLMs and environments can be very...
limited, or even sometimes entirely wrong (e.g. up to a recent update, ChatGPT would still propose a plan on how to cut a bowl with a knife). This is partly due to 1) a training process (predicting next words) that is not directly incentivized to solve problems in an environment, 2) lack of abilities to intervene in the environment to identify causal structures; 3) lack in abilities to learn based on data collected as a result of interacting with the environment [10].

Focusing on such a functional competence, a recent work from the Flowers team [11] proposed to use an LLM as the policy interacting with a textual environment (i.e. a textual description of the scene is provided by the environment and possible actions are text commands) for decision-making problems. Using Reinforcement Learning (RL) to finetune the LLM to make it solve various tasks in this environment, the proposed GLAM method “functionally grounds” the LLM on the environment. That is, grounding the dynamics and physical rules of an environment to solve problems and obtain, in the end, an operational LLM able to use natural language to solve tasks in this interactive environment.

Applying GLAM to Flan-T5 780M showed how such an LLM can be functionally grounded and be able to solve the tasks in an interactive textual environment. However, more general questions related to the impact of this RL-based functional grounding on the LLM’s knowledge arises. For instance, were the grounded physical rules of the environment deeply encoded in the LLM (e.g. are they exhibited when one asks the LLM about its knowledge)? Moreover, did GLAM lead to side effects also affecting the LLM’s ability to answer questions unrelated to the environment the grounding was performed on? Complementary to these empirical tests, there is the question of how such an RL-based finetuning changes the weights and inner structure of the LLM. For this, studying drifts in weights or patterns in gradient updates may help to grasp how GLAM changes the LLM to functionally ground it.

**Project:**
In this project, the intern will attempt to answer the above questions. This will imply:
- Designing a set of tests and experiments assessing GLAM’s impact on LLMs. This implies modifying or creating new textual environments specifically designed for this analysis and applying GLAM with an LLM on them.
- Carrying out these experiments with LLMs of various sizes (60M-10B) functionally grounded with GLAM using clusters of GPUs.
- Designing and carrying out an in-depth analysis of how GLAM changes the LLM’s weights and inner structure (e.g. computing distances between weights or analysing gradients). This may also imply studying the impact of lightweight recent finetuning methods such as LoRA [12].

**Requirements:**
We are looking for motivated Master 2 (MSc) students with a background in applied math and/or computer science and good command of python and pytorch. Experience with transformers (e.g. through huggingface’s transformers library), NLP or (deep) RL/control is a plus.
Additionally the student should have good oral/written communication and reporting skills.
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